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Category:        Aging  
Series Title     ROYAL ACADEMY      

Mary Cane-Honeysett, a determined (if not slightly eccentric) 74-year- 

old amateur artist, has fought to have her work accepted by the 

prestigious Royal Academy of Art in London since 1965. Arguably the 

greatest showcase for any artist, the Academy's summer exhibition 

provides both professional and amateur artists the opportunity to have 

their works displayed alongside those of many of the art world's 

finest painters and sculptors. THE ROYAL ACADEMY, a candid and honest 

film by Mary's son Tony Cane-Honeysett, charts her journey through the 

sometimes Byzantine world of the English art establishment. This 

intimate film is loving tribute to his mother's talent, determination 

and foibles. Even without any formal art training, Mary has painted 

since the 1960s, documenting the changing nature of her neighborhood 

and England itself. 

7/17/2007 

APT 

 

Category:        American History/Biography 
NOLA:            BORI  000000 

Series Title:    Borinqueneers; The 

The experience of Latinos in the U.S. Army has rarely been portrayed in 

film. THE BORINQUENEERS recounts the never-before-told story of the 

65th Puerto Rican Regiment, the only all-Hispanic unit in the history 

of the U.S. Army. Narrated by Hector Elizondo ("Chicago Hope," Pretty 

Woman), this compelling documentary relies on interviews with the 

regiment's veterans and rare archival footage to trace the unique 

experience of the 65th, culminating in the Korean War and the dramatic 

events that would threaten the unit's very existence. 

Airdate 8/9/2007 

PBS 

 
NOLA:            COSE  013133 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Opera's Beverly Sills (1929-2007) is remembered. 

Airdate 7/5/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013137 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Don Cheadle. Then Charlie sits down with 

economist Robert Hormats. Lastly, Charlie talks with Sally Jenkins, 

author of "The Real All Americans."  

Airdate 7/11/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 



NOLA:            HIDE  000502 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

The bill’s text and designs are replete with mysteries and clues. How 

could it claim to be federal currency when it’s dated five months 

before the colonies actually declared their independence? Why does it 

say it’s backed by "Spanish milled dollars"? What do the strange images 

on it mean? Britain rightfully considered these monies sheer 

provocation, and reacted by flooding the market with counterfeit bills. 

Is our bill real -- or perhaps real fakery? History Detectives 

investigates an artifact that could represent America’s first 

declaration of its independence. 

 Airdate 7/13/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

NOLA:            HIDE  000503 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

A Civil War enthusiast owns a striking vintage photograph that depicts 

about 20 older white men in full dress uniform, standing shoulder-to-

shoulder with two black men. In Reconstructionist-era America, 

association between blacks and whites was frequently taboo. So what 

brought them together for this portrait? Their bond, it turns out, was 

the Grand Army of the Republic, a remarkable fraternal order organized 

for war veterans. In fact, integration was actually a GAR standard. The 

reason? The men had in common an affliction that transcended race -- a 

struggle with post traumatic stress. History Detectives investigates 

the first national social group to challenge the color barrier. 

Airdate 7/20/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001123 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Gospel and R&B singing legend Mavis Staples recounts writing freedom 

songs after meeting Dr. Martin Luther King and also performs a song 

from her new CD, "We'll Never Turn Back." 

Airdate 7/13/2007 

PBS 

 
 

 

NOLA:            HIDE  000503 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

A Civil War enthusiast owns a striking vintage photograph that depicts 

about 20 older white men in full dress uniform, standing shoulder-to-

shoulder with two black men. In Reconstructionist-era America, 

association between blacks and whites was frequently taboo. So what 

brought them together for this portrait? Their bond, it turns out, was 

the Grand Army of the Republic, a remarkable fraternal order organized 

for war veterans. In fact, integration was actually a GAR standard. The 

reason? The men had in common an affliction that transcended race -- a 

struggle with post traumatic stress. History Detectives investigates 

the first national social group to challenge the color barrier. 

Airdate 7/20/2007 

PBS 



NOLA:            HIDE  000504 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

Amid the stacks at the Wesleyan University Library, a student has found 

a book emblazoned with the name and address of the legendary anarchist 

Lucy Parsons. The biracial black and Native American activist fought in 

the late 1800s for the rights of the poor and disenfranchised in the 

face of an increasingly oppressive industrial economic system. Did this 

once-feared radical own the manifesto? If so, it would pose a mystery: 

after Parsons died, police supposedly raided her house and confiscated 

all of her subversive literature. So how did this book elude them? 

History Detectives explores a major labor movement uprising and 

Parsons’ abiding acts of defiance. 

Airdate 7/27/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            HIDE  000505 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

In 1985, one of the greatest treasure discoveries was made off the 

Florida Keys, when the wreck of the Spanish ship Atocha was found. On 

board were some forty tons of silver and gold, which in 1622 had been 

heading from the New World to the Spanish treasury as the means to fund 

the Thirty Years’ War. A man from Cedartown, GA was a diver on that 

legendary find, and received two silver bars as compensation for his 

efforts. He's long been mystified by a strange mark that appears on one 

of the bars -- but the mark is mysteriously absent from the other bar. 

Airdate 8/31/2007 

PBS 

 

 
NOLA:            HIDE  000506 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

While cleaning out the basement of an old home he’d recently purchased, 

a man from San Francisco discovered a stash of strange and colorful 

posters announcing the "Great Mexican War." They appear to be early 

20th century advertising for news film of the Mexican Revolution. The 

posters read that a man named Charles Pryor made the films. If the 

posters prove to be authentic, does it mean that this mystery 

cinematographer was an eyewitness to the Mexican Revolution? 

Airdate 9/14/2007 

PBS 

  

 

NOLA:            TASM  001132 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Carl Bernstein / Dan Futterman 

Journalist Carl Bernstein discusses his new biography of Sen. Hillary 

Clinton. Actor-screenwriter Dan Futterman talks about the weight of his 

role in the new film, A Mighty Heart. 

Airdate 7/26/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Category:        Arts 
 

SANTANA: HYMNS FOR PEACE LIVE AT MO  APTSY  (S)  (CC)      #0000     

In 2004, guitar virtuoso Carlos Santana augmented the Santana band 

with a stellar group of musicians for an evening billed as "Hymns for 

Peace" at the world famous Montreux Jazz Festival. The all-star event 

included Ravi Coltrane (sax), Chick Corea (keyboards), Herbie Hancock 

(grand piano), John McLaughlin (guitar), Wayne Shorter (sax), Stevie 

Winwood (vocals, organ), and guest vocalists Patti Austin, Indrissa 

Diop, and Angelique Kidjo. The result - a one-of-a-kind musical 

experience and a reminder of the unifying force of music. 

Airdate 7/7/2007 

APT 

 

 

 

NOLA:            AMMS  002002 

Series Title:    American Masters 

Episode Title:   Les Paul: Chasing Sound 

Among inductees of the National Inventors Hall of Fame, his name comes 

alphabetically after Louis Pasteur. In the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, 

it follows Parliament-Funkadelic. This singular distinction belongs to 

Les Paul, whose insatiable curiosity and experiments gave us the 

musical instrument of the modern era -- the solid-body electric guitar 

-- and the predominant studio recording technique -- multi-tracking. 

Audacious and indefatigable at every turn of his career -- from small--

town Waukesha to Harlem music haunts to Hollywood studios -- Paul, at 

age 92, still holds court every Monday night at the Iridium Jazz Club 

in New York City. AMERICAN MASTERS explores the revolutionary results 

of his drive to create sounds that had "never been heard on earth." 

Airdate 9/15/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013131 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

German author Gunter Grass, a Nobel laureate, is interviewed. 

Airdate 7/3/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            COSE  013133 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Opera's Beverly Sills (1929-2007) is remembered. 

Airdate 7/5/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

 

 



NOLA:            COSE  013136 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Don Cheadle of "Talk to Me" is interviewed. Also: the discovery of 

Queen Hatshepsut's mummy is discussed with archaeologist Zahi Hawass 

and Catharine Roehrig, the Metropolitan Museum of Art curator of 

Egyptian art. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            COSE  013137 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Don Cheadle. Then Charlie sits down with 

economist Robert Hormats. Lastly, Charlie talks with Sally Jenkins, 

author of "The Real All Americans."  

Airdate 7/11/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            COSE  013138 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Christian Bale. Dov Seidman, author of "How" 

and Jessie Gruman, author of "AfterShock," are also guests. 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001116 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Chris Rock 

Tavis talks with multitalented Chris Rock, director and star of the new 

film, I Think I Love My Wife. 

Airdate 7/4/2007 

PBS 

 
 

NOLA:            TASM  001117 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Bernie Mac 

Comedian-actor Bernie Mac, one of the stars of Ocean's Thirteen, 

discusses his Hollywood success, the transition into feature films and 

his retirement from stand-up. 

Airdate 7/5/2007 

PBS 

 
 

NOLA:            TASM  001118 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Chevy Chase 

Former Saturday Night Live star Chevy Chase talks about his career and 

his unlikely friendship with President Gerald Ford. 

Airdate 7/6/2007 

PBS 

 



NOLA:            TASM  001119 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Mo'Nique / Katt Williams 

Tavis revisits his conversations with comedian-actors Mo'Nique and Katt 

Williams. 

Airdate 7/7/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            TASM  001121 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Walter Isaacson / Lily Allen 

Walter Isaacson, vice chair of the Louisiana Recovery Authority, talks 

about the recovery of New Orleans and his new biography, Einstein. 

Singer-songwriter Lily Allen reflects on unexpected fame. 

Airdate 7/11/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            TASM  001122 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Marina Nemat / Luke Wilson 

Iranian author Marina Niemat recounts her experiences as a Prisoner of 

Tehran. Actor Luke Wilson reveals his interest in photography and talks 

about his new film, The Wendell Baker Story. 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001123 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Mavis Staples 

Gospel and R&B singing legend Mavis Staples recounts writing freedom 

songs after meeting Dr. Martin Luther King and also performs a song 

from her new CD, "We'll Never Turn Back." 

Airdate 7/13/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001124 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Khaled Hosseini / Toby Keith 

Khaled Hosseini, author of A Thousand Splendid Suns, reflects on his 

transition from M.D. to successful novelist. Country music star Toby 

Keith talks about his dream of longevity and performs a song from his 

new CD. 

Airdate 7/14/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NOLA:            TASM  001125 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Jonathan Demme / Chick Corea & Bela Fleck 

Oscar-winning filmmaker Jonathan Demme talks about his decision to film 

a documentary on post-Katrina New Orleans. Musicians Chick Corea and 

Bela Fleck explain the teamwork behind their new album and also 

perform. 

Airdate 7/16/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            APLO  003009 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   The Importance of Music 

Music is important for a child’s development because it’s very helpful 

with early math skills. Even rhythmic clapping with children. If they 

copy you, they’re working on pre-math and patterning skills. Plus music 

allows for children to creatively express themselves. 

Airdate 7/19/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013148 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with filmmaker Milos Forman about his film "Goya's 

Ghost." Then Charlie speaks with Dr. Mehmet Oz. 

Airdate 7/26/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

 

Category:        Business/Industry 

 
NOLA:            COSE  013152 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

First , A discussion about Rupert Murdoch's bid for the Wall Street 

Journal with Andrew Sorkin of The New York Times and Ken Auletta of The 

New Yorker. Next, A conversation about foreign policy with former U.S. 

ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke. 

Airdate 8/1/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Category:        Culture 

 
Series Title:     CHINA FROM THE INSIDE#0103     

SHIFTING NATURE                                                                                                                                        

This episode deals with nature and the environment. The challenges of 

health, pollution and nutrition are mind- boggling. The Chinese are 

nearly a quarter of the world's population, yet they only have seven 

percent of the world's arable land. Two hundred years before Christ, 

the Qin emperor built a 1,000-long canal. Now the Chinese have 

proposed re-routing the Yellow River. At what price can China control 

nature? 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 

 

Series Title:     CHINA FROM THE INSIDE#0104     

FREEDOM AND JUSTICE                                                                                                                                    

Can China have freedom without chaos? Capitalism without democracy? 

Education without independence of mind? What price do people pay for 

acting and thinking as individuals? China has a history of sometimes 

brutal repression. Religious belief affords a refuge from official 

dogma, but some faiths are seen as dangerous. The series closes with 

an exploration of this interlocking conflict between personal freedom 

and governance. 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 

 

 

Category:  Economy 
NOLA:            COSE  013137 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Don Cheadle. Then Charlie sits down with 

economist Robert Hormats. Lastly, Charlie talks with Sally Jenkins, 

author of "The Real All Americans."  

Airdate 7/11/2007 

PBS 

 
NOLA:            COSE  013144 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

A conversation with craigslist.com founder Craig Newmark; a 

conversation with author Robyn Meredeth; China Today:  A Report from 

Beijing. 

Airdate 7/20/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013152 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

First , A discussion about Rupert Murdoch's bid for the Wall Street 

Journal with Andrew Sorkin of The New York Times and Ken Auletta of The 

New Yorker. Next, A conversation about foreign policy with former U.S. 

ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke. 

Airdate 8/1/2007 

PBS 

 

 



 

 

Category: Education: 
NOLA:            APLO  003006 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   The Power of Play 

Host Debi Gutierrez and guests discuss the power of play; how children 

develop and learn through various forms of play. 

Airdate 7/16/2007 

PBS 

 

 

FLORIDA FACE TO FACE#1723     

Host Beth Switzer talks with Chancellor Armstrong about his ten years 

as head of Florida's community college system. Also discussed are the 

challenges Armstrong expects to face as the new president of Broward 

Community College.Guest: David Armstrong, Chancellor, Florida's 

Community Colleges and Workforce Education. 

Airdate 7/1/2007 

FPBN 

 

CAPITOL UPDATE #1030     

State leaders ask agencies to prepare for cuts in spending.Governor 

Crist meets with Florida university presidents to address funding 

concerns.School grades are out. A look at how Florida schools 

Airdate 7/1/2007 

FPBN 

 

 

Category:  Energy 

 
Series Title:   BUILDING GREEN      

FLOORS (CONCRETE AND WOOD), CLOSETS                                                                                                                    

The high content fly ash concrete floors, created in episode 2 are 

stained with nontoxic stain. On the second floor, repurposed wood from 

an old sheep barn is also stained naturally. Healthy carpet is 

installed in one room. All floors have radiant tubing for heating 

under foot. Healthy plywood and prefab steel tool cabinets make for 

great closets. 

Airdate 7/17/2007 

EPS 

 

Series Title:     EVERYDAY EDISONS #0110     

A FORK IN THE ROAD                                                                                                                                     

When the EVERYDAY EDISONS engineering team decides that Jon's 

oscillating spinners for wheel covers are too risky to build, the 

design team steps in and saves the day by modifying the raw idea into 

a workable concept. Several teams find themselves at odds over Twister 

inventor Chuck Foley's toy shredder idea. The design team transforms 

the Shepards' spill-proof bowl prototype into something that looks 

like it's from outer space and conceives of dozens of concepts for 

Lynne and Karen's baby stroller invention. 

Aitdate 7/17/2007 

PBS 

 



 

Category:        Environment/Nature/Geography  

 
NATURE #2311     

MURDER IN THE TROOP                                                                                                                                    

In a wildlife story with Shakespearian overtones, life becomes very 

dangerous for twin baboons in Zimbabwe when their father is defeated 

as alpha male of the troop by the dominant ruler of a neighboring 

troop, throwing the social order into turmoil and unleashing 

potentially deadly intrigue. Filmed along the banks of the Zambezi, 

one of Africa's largest rivers. 

Airdate 7/2/2007 

PBS 

 

HAWAIIAN MONK SEALS: SURVIVING PARADISE     

A string of tiny atolls and islands, almost 1,000 kilometers from 

civilization, the northwest Hawaiian Islands are a refuge for nearly 30 

species of seas birds, endangered green seas turtles and a living 

fossil: the Hawaiian monk seal. Once sheltered in the clear waters of 

remote atolls, this oldest living seal is now on the brink of 

extinction. 

Airdate 7/2/2007 

PBS 

 

CAPTURING THE KILLER CROC      

In the heart of Africa, a killer is on the loose. Over the past few 

years, more than 200 people in the vicinity of Lake Tanganyika have 

disappeared. It was thought at first their disappearance was the 

result of tribal warfare or a serial killer. In fact, the killer is a 

giant, predatory crocodile estimated to be 30 feet long and nearly a 

century old. This program documents the mission to catch and relocate 

the croc to safe waters - before he kills again. 

Airdate 7/2/2007 

PBS 

 

GLOBE TREKKER#0613     

GLOBE TREKKER SPECIAL: WORLD HISTORY: ENGLAND                                                                                                          

Justine starts her historical journey dodging swords in a re- 

enactment of the Battle of Hastings, then travels up the coast to 

visit the Royal Pavilion in Brighton. Passing through London, she 

takes a canal ride up to the Yorkshire Moors where she boards a double- 

decker bus/hotel. The next stop is Whitby, the eerie coastal town that 

inspired Bram Stoker to write "Dracula." Justine strolls along 

Hadrian's Wall, has a chance meeting with a centurion and rides a 

steam train before visiting Liverpool, home of The Beatles. Venturing 

south into England's West Country, Justine meets the very eccentric 

Marquess of Bath and joins a pagan celebration in Glastonbury before 

ending her journey in Ottery St. Mary, where the locals run through 

the narrow streets with huge, flaming tar barrels to celebrate Guy 

Fawkes Night. 

Airdate 7/2/2007 

APT 

 
 

 



NATURE#2206     

CUBA: WILD ISLAND OF THE CARIBBEAN                                                                                                                     

Protected by its isolation, the wildlife of Cuba has remained 

naturally preserved, untouched and unexplored. Through a special 

arrangement with the Cuban government, unprecedented access was 

granted to film the astonishing diversity of life on the island, much 

of it virtually unknown until recently. For the first time, the rest 

of us will have the opportunity to see the iridescent Cuban jewel ant, 

the bee hummingbird that flies so fast it becomes invisible, and the 

largest colony of Caribbean flamingoes in the world. 

Airdate 7/9/2007 

PBS 

 

BEAR ISLAND     

Chichagof Island, Southeast Alaska, is Jurassic Park -- in real time. 

Its dense rainforests hide more grizzlies per square mile than any 

other place on Earth. In summer, its surrounding waters erupt with 

life, as herring congregate and salmon are returning to their rivers 

of birth. This plenty lures some of the most enigmatic predators on 

Earth -- humpbacks whales and grizzly bears. The program follows 

veteran tracker Vern Beier, as he meets Chichagof's brown bears on 

their own turf -- in the deep, dark forests of Bear Island. 

Airdate 7/9/2007 

PBS 

 

ALASKA: SILENCE & SOLITUDE      

ALASKA: SILENCE & SOLITUDE - a follow-up to the popular ALONE IN THE 

WILDERNESS - is an opportunity to visit with Dick Proenneke. Venture 

into the remote wilderness of Alaska to experience the spectacular 

scenery, encounter bull moose, caribou, and grizzly bears. Catch up 

with Dick Proenneke, who - at the time this film was made - had been 

living by himself in this "one man's wilderness" for over 30 years. 

For those who dream of a true wilderness experience in the wilds of 

Alaska, this film is the next best thing to being there. 

Airdate 7/9/2007 

NETA 

 

GLOBE TREKKER#0614     

RUSSIA: MOSCOW, ST PETERSBURG & MURMANSK                                                                                                               

Ian begins his trip in Moscow where he visits the Kremlin, takes in 

Red Square and Lenin's Tomb and tours the city's palaces, churches and 

bell towers. He then ventures to the Izmaylovsky Market, a great place 

to find quirky souvenirs and communist memorabilia. Ian heads to Star 

City, home of the Russian space program, where he tries "moon walking. 

" Next it's off to St. Petersburg, where Ian tours the Winter Palace, 

the Hermitage and the Peter and Paul Fortress. Finally, he heads north 

to Murmansk, the largest city in the Arctic Circle, where he explores 

Lapland Nature Reserve and celebrates the Festival of the North. 

Airdate 7/9/2007 

APT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Series Title:   EXPEDITION FLORIDA: THE BIG BEND      

EXPEDITION FLORIDA: THE BIG BEND COAST takes viewers on a 100-mile 

sea kayak adventure along the Florida Saltwater Paddling Trail to see 

a Florida that few visitors glimpse. During the program, 

paleontologists and geologists recover artifacts from a 14,000 year- 

old Paleo-Indian campsite beneath the Wacissa River, hopeful fly 

fisherman cast their lines in the crystal-clear waters of Steinhatchee, 

a historian discusses the architectural significance of Cracker 

homesteads and ornithologists from the Florida Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Commission and the Florida Museum of Natural History 

provide expert perspectives during a bird-watching excursion. 

7/11/2007 

APT 

 
 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001126 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Right 2 Return w/ Jonathan Demme & Cornel West 

Right to Return: New Home Movies from the Lower 9th Ward: in Part 1, 

"Hurricane Winter," Jonathan Demme and Tavis visit with New Orleans 

residents Antoinette K. Doe, Pastor Mel Jones and Brandon Darby. 

Airdate 7/18/2007 

PBS 

 

 
NOLA:            TASM  001127 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Right 2 Return w/ Jonathan Demme & Cornel West 

Right to Return: New Home Movies from the Lower 9th Ward: in Part 2, 

"Guardians of the Flame," Jonathan Demme and Tavis visit with New 

Orleans resident Herreast Harrison and her daughter, Cherice Harrison-

Nelson. 

Airdate 7/19/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 
Category:        Health/Health Care 

 
HEALTHY BODY, HEALTHY MIND#0801     

PARKINSON'S DISEASE                                                                                                                                    

Many times, it can be a difficult task to cope with Parkinson's 

disease. The primary symptoms of Parkinson's, like tremors and body- 

rigidity, may be the most obvious but are not always the most 

disabling. Slowness, stiffness and difficulties with balance can 

affect a patient's well-being and quality of life as well. In this 

program, we'll discuss the challenges patients and their families face 

in dealing with Parkinson's disease. However, by taking a pro-active 

approach, working with experienced physicians, and cultivating good 

self-management skills, patients can develop the confidence they need 

to live well with Parkinson's disease. 

Airdate 7/1/2007 

EPS 

 



NOLA:            COSE  013138 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Christian Bale. Dov Seidman, author of "How" 

and Jessie Gruman, author of "AfterShock," are also guests. 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001124 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Khaled Hosseini / Toby Keith 

Khaled Hosseini, author of A Thousand Splendid Suns, reflects on his 

transition from M.D. to successful novelist. Country music star Toby 

Keith talks about his dream of longevity and performs a song from his 

new CD. 

Airdate 7/14/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            WDCT  000000 

Series Title:    Dr. Wayne Dyer: Change Your Thoughts, Change Your Life 

Learn how to align yourself with the universe and start living a 

balanced and peaceful life with the help of Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. He has 

spent the last year working on a "manual on the art of living" and will 

be sharing some of its most valuable lessons during this life-changing 

lecture. Based on his long hours of research and meditating on the 

ancient Chinese Book of the Way - the Tao Te Ching - Dr. Dyer has 

combined his years of empowering wisdom with the natural laws of the 

Universe to give you a list of universal truths and guidelines to apply 

to today's world. 

Airdate 8/4/2007 

PBS   

 

NOLA:            COSE  013146 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

First, An update on the AIDS epidemic with Dr. David Ho and Donald 

McNeil of The New York Times. The Fourth meeting of the International 

Aids Society takes place July 22 - July 25, 2007 in Sydney, Australia. 

Next, A discussion about the elections in Turkey with Sabrina Tavernise 

of The New York Times. Finally, A conversation about architecture with 

architect Steven Holl. Steven Holl Architects opened Nelson-Atkins 

Museum of Art in Kansas City, Missouri in June 2007. 

Airdate 7/24/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013147 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

The seventh episode of the Charlie Rose Science Series explores the 

AIDS epidemic with Sir Paul Nurse, Dr. Seth Berkley, Scott Hammer, 

Peter Kwong & Judy Lieberman. 

Airdate 7/25/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

 

 



NOLA:            COSE  013148 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with filmmaker Milos Forman about his film "Goya's 

Ghost." Then Charlie speaks with Dr. Mehmet Oz. 

Airdate 7/26/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

Category : Family/Marriage 
NOLA:            APLO  003001 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Family Literacy 

A PLACE OF OUR OWN is the English-language companion to the Spanish-

language series LOS NIÑOS EN SU CASA. Both series are designed for 

parents and anyone else who takes care of young children: grandparents, 

nannies, babysitters and home daycare providers. The series covers 

subjects such as tantrums, literacy, preventing obesity, and speech and 

language delays. These Peabody Award-winning series combine an 

entertainment format -- the daytime talk/demonstration show -- with 

solid educational information on how young children learn, and what 

adults need to know to help them be prepared for kindergarten and 

beyond. 

Airdate 7/07/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            APLO  003002 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Age-Appropriate Play 

Airdate 7/08/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            APLO  003003 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Exercising for Life 

Airdate 7/09/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            APLO  003004 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Special Needs 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            APLO  003007 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Tantrums 

Host Debi Gutierrez and guests discuss why children have tantrums and 

strategies for dealing with them. 

Airdate 7/17/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 



NOLA:            APLO  003008 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   Planning Healthy Meals 

Having kids helping to prepare a meal can help prevent obesity in kids 

because, first and foremost, they did it themselves. Because they 

helped make the meal, they’re going to be more likely to eat it. It 

just brings healthier meals to the family. 

Airdate 7/18/2007 

PBS 

 

 
NOLA:            APLO  003009 

Series Title:    Place of Our Own; A 

Episode Title:   The Importance of Music 

Music is important for a child’s development because it’s very helpful 

with early math skills. Even rhythmic clapping with children. If they 

copy you, they’re working on pre-math and patterning skills. Plus music 

allows for children to creatively express themselves. 

Airdate 7/19/2007 

PBS 

 

 

Category:        Media 

 
NOLA:            COSE  013132 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with New York Times reporter Andrea Elliott. Then 

Charlie talks with Sheikh Reda Shata, the imam at Masjid Al-Aman in 

Brooklyn. 

Airdate 7/4/2007 

PBS 

 

 
NOLA:            TASM  001120 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Bill Maher 

Veteran comic-political commentator-talk show host Bill Maher reflects 

on season five of his HBO series, Real Time, and weighs in on the 

presidential campaign, racism and news channels. 

Airdate 7/8/2007 

PBS 

 

Series Title:    JFK: BREAKING THE NEWS     

This moving documentary looks at the broadcast coverage of the 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Stressing how closely the 

medium and television audiences are joined in times of crisis, JFK: 

BREAKING THE NEWS offers one of the first broadcast examinations of 

how local journalists in 1963 delivered rapidly breaking news to a 

nation in despair. Narrated by Jane Pauley, this hour-long, public 

television documentary will also allow television audiences to 

understand the tremendous technical obstacles that had to be overcome 

and the immediate journalistic decisions that accompanied the initial 

live remote broadcasts generated by television four decades ago. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

APT 



 

Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 
 

NOLA:            BORI  000000 

Series Title:    Borinqueneers; The 

Version:         SD-Pledge Event 

The experience of Latinos in the U.S. Army has rarely been portrayed in 

film. THE BORINQUENEERS recounts the never-before-told story of the 

65th Puerto Rican Regiment, the only all-Hispanic unit in the history 

of the U.S. Army. Narrated by Hector Elizondo ("Chicago Hope," Pretty 

Woman), this compelling documentary relies on interviews with the 

regiment's veterans and rare archival footage to trace the unique 

experience of the 65th, culminating in the Korean War and the dramatic 

events that would threaten the unit's very existence. 

Airdate 8/9/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013136 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Version:         SD-Base 

Don Cheadle of "Talk to Me" is interviewed. Also: the discovery of 

Queen Hatshepsut's mummy is discussed with archaeologist Zahi Hawass 

and Catharine Roehrig, the Metropolitan Museum of Art curator of 

Egyptian art. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 

 

 
 

NOLA:            COSE  013137 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with actor Don Cheadle. Then Charlie sits down with 

economist Robert Hormats. Lastly, Charlie talks with author Sally 

Jenkins, auhtor of "The Real All Americans."  

Airdate 7/11/2007 

PBS 

 
 

NOLA:            HIDE  000503 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

A Civil War enthusiast owns a striking vintage photograph that depicts 

about 20 older white men in full dress uniform, standing shoulder-to-

shoulder with two black men. In Reconstructionist-era America, 

association between blacks and whites was frequently taboo. So what 

brought them together for this portrait? Their bond, it turns out, was 

the Grand Army of the Republic, a remarkable fraternal order organized 

for war veterans. In fact, integration was actually a GAR standard. The 

reason? The men had in common an affliction that transcended race -- a 

struggle with post traumatic stress. History Detectives investigates 

the first national social group to challenge the color barrier. 

Airdate 7/20/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 



 

NOLA:            TASM  001116 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Chris Rock 

Tavis talks with multitalented Chris Rock, director and star of the new 

film, I Think I Love My Wife. 

Airdate 7/4/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001117 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Bernie Mac 

Comedian-actor Bernie Mac, one of the stars of Ocean's Thirteen, 

discusses his Hollywood success, the transition into feature films and 

his retirement from stand-up. 

Airdate 7/5/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001119 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Mo'Nique / Katt Williams 

Tavis revisits his conversations with comedian-actors Mo'Nique and Katt 

Williams. 

Airdate 7/7/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001120 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Bill Maher 

Veteran comic-political commentator-talk show host Bill Maher reflects 

on season five of his HBO series, Real Time, and weighs in on the 

presidential campaign, racism and news channels. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001123 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Mavis Staples 

Gospel and R&B singing legend Mavis Staples recounts writing freedom 

songs after meeting Dr. Martin Luther King and also performs a song 

from her new CD, "We'll Never Turn Back." 

Airdate 7/13/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NOLA:            HIDE  000504 

Series Title:    History Detectives 

Amid the stacks at the Wesleyan University Library, a student has found 

a book emblazoned with the name and address of the legendary anarchist 

Lucy Parsons. The biracial black and Native American activist fought in 

the late 1800s for the rights of the poor and disenfranchised in the 

face of an increasingly oppressive industrial economic system. Did this 

once-feared radical own the manifesto? If so, it would pose a mystery: 

after Parsons died, police supposedly raided her house and confiscated 

all of her subversive literature. So how did this book elude them? 

History Detectives explores a major labor movement uprising and 

Parsons’ abiding acts of defiance. 

Airdate 7/27/2007 

PBS 

 

 

 

Category:        National Politics/Government 
NOLA:            COSE  013134 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) is interviewed. 

Airdate 7/6/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013135 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Jeff Gerth and Don Van Natta Jr., coauthors of "Her Way: The Hopes and 

Ambitions of Hillary Rodham Clinton," are interviewed. 

Airdate 7/7/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013139 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Henry Kissinger, Brent Scowcroft and Zbigniew Brzezinski are the 

guests. 

Airdate 7/13/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013140 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Nicolas Sarkozy, president of France, is the guest. 

Airdate 7/14/2007 

PBS 

 

NOLA:            TASM  001120 

Series Title:    Tavis Smiley 

Episode Title:   Bill Maher 

Version:         SD-Base 

Veteran comic-political commentator-talk show host Bill Maher reflects 

on season five of his HBO series, Real Time, and weighs in on the 

presidential campaign, racism and news channels. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 



 

NOLA:            COSE  013141 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

A conversation with Dennis Ross about his book Statecraft : And How to 

Restore America's Standing in the World. Next, The first in a week long 

series: China Today, a report from Beijing. Charlie interviews leaders 

in business and politics about China's politics, economy and culture. 

Tonight, Charlie talks to He Ya Fei, Assistant Minister of Foreign 

Affairs. 

Airdate 7/17/2007 

PBS 

 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013142 

First, an update on Iraq with John F. Burns of The New York Times. 

Next, A conversation about Iraq with Thomas Ricks of The Washington 

Post. Finally, The second in a week-long series: China Today, a report 

from Beijing. Charlie interviews leaders in business and politics about 

China's economy, politics and culture. Tonight's segment features an 

interview with Jesse Wang, Chairman of China Jianyin Investment Ltd. 

Airdate 7/18/2007 

PBS 

 

 
NOLA:            COSE  013143 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

First, A discussion about Al Qaeda and the National Intelligence Report 

with David Ignatius, associate editor and columnist for The Washington 

Post and David Sanger, White House correspondent for The New York 

Times. Next, The third in a week-long series: China Today, a report 

from Beijing. Charlie interviews leaders in business and politics about 

China's economy, politics and culture. Tonight's segment features an 

interview with Zeng Peiyan, Member of the Political Bureau of the CPC 

Central Committee, Deputy secretary-general of the Central Economic and 

Financial Leading Group and minister in charge of the State Development 

Planning Commission. 

Airdate 7/19/2007 

PBS 

 

Category: Religion/Ethics 

 
SECRETS OF MARY MAGDALENE      

Who was Mary Magdalene - a sinner and prostitute, or the secret wife 

of Jesus and leader of his church? SECRETS OF MARY MAGDALENE strips 

away the veils of history to reveal the flesh and blood woman who 

served as Jesus' foremost apostle and possibly the love of his life. 

This documentary from the producer of Secrets of Angels and Demonsand 

 based on the just published nonfiction book of the same name by 

bestselling authors Dan Burstein and Arne De Keijzer, uncovers the 

latest information on one of the world's most controversial religious 

figures. Religious scholars and authors, as well as Burstein himself, 

explore the various theories and evidence regarding the real Mary 

Magdalene who is mentioned in the New Testament more than any other 

woman. 

Airdate 7/3/2007 

APT 



PICTURING MARY     

For nearly two millennia, the Virgin Mary has inspired some of the 

finest achievements in painting, architecture, poetry and music. From 

tiny keepsakes to giant mosaics, artists including Michelangelo, 

Rembrandt and Caravaggio portrayed Mary as the sublime embodiment of 

womanhood, endowing her with all of humanity's virtues, joys and 

sorrows. Narrated by actress Jane Seymour and featuring readings by 

actor James Keach, PICTURING MARY journeys through history, from 

ancient times to the present, to survey some of the world's most 

treasured art. The program visits museums, chapels and cathedrals in 

eight countries to view rare and sacred masterpieces in their original 

locations. Drawing on various faiths and traditions, PICTURING MARY 

demonstrates, through local life and culture, how these images are as 

relevant to the faithful now as they were hundreds of years ago. 

Airdate 7/3/2007 

APT 

 

NOLA:            COSE  013132 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Charlie speaks with New York Times reporter Andrea Elliott. Then 

Charlie talks with Sheikh Reda Shata, the imam at Masjid Al-Aman in 

Brooklyn. 

Airdate 7/4/2007 

PBS 

 

Category:        Science/Technology 
 

NOVA#3217     

NEWTON'S DARK SECRETS                                                                                                                                  

Besides Einstein, no single scientist ever transformed the outlook 

and worldview of his age more profoundly than Isaac Newton. Often 

hailed as both the first modern scientist and the last of the ancient 

magicians, Newton reduced nature's chaos to a single set of 

mathematical laws. This bold intellectual leap gave scientists and 

thinkers of his era vital new confidence that they could probe and 

predict nature's secrets. Over three centuries later, Newton's laws 

still govern the way we analyze and forecast the motions of everything 

from roller coasters to comets. But Newton's genius was intertwined 

with an extreme personality-obsessive, secretive, reclusive, and 

vindictive to his many enemies. Besides his fundamental breakthroughs 

in physics, optics, and calculus, Newton poured vast energy into 

fruitless explorations of alchemy and religion. Like light shining 

through a prism, NOVA will show how these intricate facets of Newton's 

turbulent personality combined together in a single extraordinary life. 

With lively period recreations of key moments in his career and 

replications of his experiments in optics and alchemy, NOVA will 

explore how Newton became the giant on whose shoulders all later 

scientists found a place to stand. 

Airdate 7/4/2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NOLA:            COSE  013136 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Don Cheadle of "Talk to Me" is interviewed. Also: the discovery of 

Queen Hatshepsut's mummy is discussed with archaeologist Zahi Hawass 

and Catharine Roehrig, the Metropolitan Museum of Art curator of 

Egyptian art. 

Airdate 7/10/2007 

PBS 

 

Category:        War/Veterans/National Security 
 

Series Title:     NOVA#3216     

HITLER'S SUNKEN SECRET                                                                                                                                 

It was one of the most audacious exploits of the Norwegian resistance 

in World War II. On February 19, 1944, three saboteurs crept on board 

a ferryboat, the Hydro, moored at Lake Tinn in southeast Norway. On 

board were four dozen barrels bound for Germany and containing 

deuterium or heavy water, which was vital to Hitler's atomic bomb 

program. While the boat's crew was happily playing poker, the 

saboteurs crept into the hold and concealed an improvised time bomb. 

Next morning, the Hydro exploded as it crossed the middle of the lake, 

tipping an avalanche of barrels into the depths and killing 18 crew 

and passengers. Was this daring operation a crucial defeat for 

Hitler's nuclear ambitions? An exclusive NOVA salvage expedition sets 

out to find the Hydro on the bottom of the lake and haul one of the 

barrels up to the surface. The NOVA team opens up the barrel and a 

test of its contents helps answer the mysteries surrounding Nazi 

Germany's race to build the atom bomb. The team also probes Norwegian 

archives and makes new discoveries: a second secret consignment of 

barrels eluded the saboteurs and made it all the way to Germany, but 

arrived too late to make a Nazi bomb feasible. HITLER'S SUNKEN SECRET 

features gripping first-person interviews with the sole living 

Norwegian saboteur and survivors who were on board the Hydro when it 

blew up. 

Airdate 7/12/2007 

PBS 
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